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As all the epidemic prevention measures were lifted, the day without masks �nally arrived. Smiling faces 
are now seen on the streets, and tourists and Hong Kong residents who have been staying abroad for a 
long time are returning to Hong Kong one after another. Hong Kong is gradually reverting back to the 
vibrant and lively ‘old normal’, which we all love..

As summer approaches, we are ready to embrace the sunny days and soar high in the sky. Would you like 
to join us in �ying proudly in the sky? 

In mid-March, a group of students from the HKU SPACE Aviation Studies 
visited Heliservices. Our marketing, human resources, operations, and 
safety management departments all had representatives present to 
provide a detailed explanation of their respective roles within the 
company. The visit was a great opportunity for the students to gain a 
deeper understanding of our helicopter services, including air 
transportation, aerial work, and helicopter maintenance.

Fortunately, the weather was perfect during the entire event, and the 
students had a chance to see our helicopters up close and in action. It 
was our pleasure to host of the students and look forward to seeing 
them again next year!

Did you know...? In addition to the Heliservices logo on our helicopters, 
we have recently added The Peninsula Hong Kong’s logo to the bottom of 
our �eet. Next time when you see our helicopters �ying overhead, be sure 
to look up and take a glimpse of the logos.

The Peninsula Hotel Logo 

HKU SPACE Aviation Studies Students Visit 
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The second Sunday of May is Mother's Day. Have you prepared a gift for 
your mother? Why not plan a unique �ying adventure for her and let her 
enjoy the beauty of Hong Kong from a di�erent perspective? We o�er a 
special promotion for private charters, starting from just $15,560. Please 
contact our booking department to make a reservation.

Happy Mother's Day!

In the new year, we have produced a set of vacuum-insulated water cups, warm 
hoodies, and towel sets, all with the MD902 EXPLORER helicopter design. Don't 
they look gorgeous? All items have arrived at our Tsim Sha Tsui booking centre 
and are now available for purchase. You are welcome to visit us anytime to 
select your favourite items.    

New exquisite gifts are now available!


